The Beds:
There is a fixed bed of 1.35 x 1.95 metre witch is
stretched out over the front of the pick-up. You
don't need to move anything during the day.

The table and the sitting corner form a second bed of 1,10 x 1,95 metre that we use for our
children.

- complete bedding (2 sheets, 6 pillows, feather down duvets and several blankets (+ two
sleeping bags))
Large storage capacity:
- The camper has nine large storage spaces for clothes, books, electronics, etc.
- There are also traps arranged under the seats to storing tools for bathroom business sheets
etc. For our family, this was more than enough. We could even transport the mountain bike
inside the camper.
If necessary... there are still more storage options. You can use the large roof rack (access by
the rear ladder, we provide the several strong fasteners sangles), the rear seats of the car or
even the bathroom...

The kitchen
- 2-pit stove, range hood
- sink (running cold or hot water)
- electrical cool box with big storage
- suction hood above the kitchen 12V
- fully equipped kitchen: italian coffee maker,
blender, kitchenware, kitchen towels…
Everything you need is in there!

Warm up
- a lot of warm bedding to sleep without suffering from the cold
- heating (works on separate gas canisters, very cheaply available in Chile (+/ 1 euro for a
whole evening use)
- electric heating (220V)
Ventilation
- powerful 12 V fans (efficient heat removal by suction at roof level)
- 3 fans at the windows.
Electricity
- big solar panels
- second battery (also connectable to the car battery to charge while driving with automatic
electric cutter)
- many sockets in the vehicle (220V, 12V, USB)
- electrical connection to the mains possible
- several extension cords
- adapters for all types of electrical outlets

Shower and water:
- 90l water tank
- hot shower
- garden hose with three different nozzles to get water from all types
of taps.
Music:
Thanks to a second car radio, you can also listen to music in the
camper.
External safety faucet for gas
The extras
We during our trip we’ve collected a whole range of stuff that might be useful to you as well
(and will save you a lot of time and money). In addition to the things already listed as
complete bedding or complete kitchen equipment, we offer you:
- equipment and stickers adapted to the security regulations of many South American
countries
- towels
- hooks to hang stuff
- 12V vacuum cleaner
- cleaning products
- broomstick
- two 5 kg gas bottles in order to always have a spare bottle (one bottle lasts about one to two
months, depending on the amount of hot water used). It is easily replaceable for less than $10
- 3 USB fans
- mirror
- Camping and hiking gear:
- camping tent
- two sleeping bags
- fishing rod
- trekking sticks
- Extended toolbox:
- all the necessary tools and more
- powerful jack
- tire pressure checker
- two spare wheels
- mountain bike + helmet

If you wish, we will leave you a child seat for
the car (1,5 to 4 years). It is a reclining seat so
that the child can rest if he wants. It took us a
long time to find a seat of this quality in South
America.

The truck-camper combination
The camper weighs about 600 kg (which in itself is well within the load range of the truck).
We did the recommended adjustments of additional springs and bars intelligently welded to
the undercarriage but removable
Thanks to permanent feet, the camper can be removed from the truck if necessary in about
twenty minutes wherever you are. We will show you how to do it.
The camprer's windows are high, which makes them difficult to reach from the inside and
protects against thieves.
Almost all roads and tracks will be available to you due to high clearance and 4x4 (just be
careful with very deep sand and very slippery mud). In the low gearing we even crept up
impossible Bolivian city streets with a 45 degree angle (seriously, this exists. No joking).
The car has Chilean plates, which means that selling and buying should be done officially in
Chile. Chile is the only country in South America that allowed non-resident foreigners to buy
a vehicle and leave the country with it.
We are currently travelling in Colombia and plan to be back in Chile in April in order to sell
the vehicle before June. However, we would already be ready to sell the car in March in
Colombia to other foreign travellers who would then travel to Chile. This would save us from
having to travel the Chile-Colombia road we have already taken.

Camping in the most beautiful spots!

Of course we’ve taken really good care of
our travel companion.

Interested? Any questions?
Whatsapp us at +56 954 87 35 31 !

